MATERIALS
Module #11
Introduction, slide and text format
Note: The following information is applicable regardless of the delivery format (ie. in person,
online)
Introduction
PowerPoint has become the standard for delivering content to an audience – in person, and
online. It is an excellent and versatile tool if it is used effectively. But it may not be the best
choice for every presentation. Think carefully about the content being delivered. Would it be
better served by a demonstration, or a hands-on activity? If PowerPoint is not the best primary
tool for content delivery, could it be used as an organizational tool to support and provide the
framework for a demonstration or other method of instruction?

Powerpoint
If you have chosen to use PowerPoint for any purpose, there are strategies for maximizing its
effectiveness. What follow are guidelines to the mechanics of a strong PowerPoint
presentation. Most of these guidelines can be followed for a PowerPoint show being presented
on a large screen to an audience, or via a computer screen using Zoom. Where needed,
options will be explained.

Slide Size
If you know ahead of time where you will be presenting (live venue, Zoom etc.) it is easiest to
determine the best slide size and set it prior to creating your presentation. If you change the
slide size later, it may impact your slide formatting (text, images etc.)
Slide size refers to aspect ratio. The same numbers are used to describe various screens and
projectors – ideally you match slide size to the presentation vehicle.

Set your slide size using the Design tab, and the Slide Size button on the right.

On a PC this is found in the Page Setup
menu.

The most common options (4:3 and 16:9) are listed first, but more options are available by
clicking Page Set Up.
•

Computers - Most screens have a 16:9 aspect ratio. The notable exception is
Macbook's 16:10 aspect ratio.

•

Projectors - Many projectors are a 4:3 aspect ratio. Others are designed to mimic the
widescreen ratio (16:9) of computer monitors.

•

Large Screen Displays – These are typically 16:9 aspect ratio.
Best Choice -– 16-9; wide screen should work best with computer screens as
well as LCD projectors

Text Size and Format
The most common mistake presenters using PowerPoint will make is using font that is too
small for the audience to read. This is often combined with trying to include too much text on a
single slide.
PowerPoint slides usually involve some combination of bullet points, bullet headings, images and
other graphics. It should rarely (if ever) include a paragraph of text. No text should be smaller
than 20 point.
Depending on the font being used, the following are good guidelines for font size:
o
o
o
o
o

Title Slides – 48+
Slide headings – 28-48 point
Bullet headings – 28-32 point
Bullet text – 20-28 point
Photo captions - 18-20 point

Some text requires additional emphasis that will benefit from the use of other font
characteristics, along with text size. This is often helpful in reinforcing the hierarchy of your
slide content.

o Consider using ALL CAPS, Bold and Underlining - or a combination - to create
distinction between headings, titles and general text
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WEEDS
• Definition
• Weed lifecycles
• Origin and spread
• Control
• Government Regulations/Designations

Outline slide
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LIFE CYCLES
28 point

• Annual (produce high numbers of seeds)
• Summer
• set seeds in the summer, then die in the winter

24 point

• Winter
• don’t germinate until late summer or fall
• forms a rosette that stays dormant
• in spring they grow, flower, set seeds by early summer
then die

Content slide
Try to stay consistent with your font choice throughout the presentation. Choose something
simple and easy to read and view. If you want to change the font for all the slides, choose the
View tab, then Slide Master View. Here you have options to change the font for text
elements such as Titles, and various levels of Bullets. Changes made here affect all the slides in
the presentation.

